
TEMPLATE FOR COLLECTION OF BEST PRACTICES

Code of the good practices
Country Progressive number Value chain code
FRANCE 03 c) d) f)

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

This template is a tool developed within the project Express: EXchange of Practices for Refugees and
migrants' Self-entrepreneurship, an Erasmus + project, under Key Actions 2/Exchange of best practice. The
aim of the project is to empower young migrants and refugees, creating and/or strengthening - where
existing - supporting services for the development of self-enterprises by this target population.

The practices collected within the project will be shared with practitioners/organisations working with young
refugees and migrants and will constitute the content of a Learning, Teaching and Training Activity to be
delivered to partner organisations.

STEP REPRESENTED IN THE VALUE CHAIN FOR SELF-ENTREPRENEURSHIP

(please select 1 or more field in which the practice can be considered as representative. It is important to
select the prior field, but others can be selected as secondary)

A. Competence assessment of young migrants/refugees

B. Training on self-entrepreneurship

C. Mentoring scheme

D. Informative campaign

E. Networking activities

F. Support to access financing/social financing

G. Other: (specify) __________________________________________



GENERAL “TECHNICAL” INFORMATION

TITLE:
FAIRE (Fonds d'Action et d'Innovation des Réfugiés Entrepreneurs/ Refugee
Entrepreneurs Action and Innovation Fund)

COUNTRY: FRANCE

TYPE OF INITIATIVE: Endowment fund and public awareness of refugees’ roles & contributions
ACTORS: Endowment Fund - NGO
BUDGET: 500 00€ for the two first years, and only the half last year due to pandemic

situation
FINANCING SOURCE: Nick Nopporn Suppipat, Founder and President, is the only financing

source.
DURATION: Undetermined
DATE /YEAR: Created in 2018
GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE: National
SDG COVERED: 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth, 10: Reduced Inequalities
SOURCE: https://www.faire.eu/

MOTIVATION/SELECTION

CRITERIA:

This project is really interesting for EXPRESS because it is unique. On the
one hand the founder who is a successful refugee entrepreneur, and on
the other hand the project is only focusing on high benefits business
created by refugee and migrants. The projects funded should have the
final objective to be listed on the stocked exchange markets.

https://www.faire.eu/


“CONTENT” INFORMATION

ADDRESSED NEEDS (VALUE/MAIN

GOAL):

“Relocate Redefine Rebuild”
“We seek to embody and demonstrate Impact, Inclusion, Innovation and
Integrity in each and every one of our actions.
At FAIRE we firmly believe that the energy and capacity for innovation of
refugee and migrant entrepreneurs is a golden opportunity for our
country.”

TARGET

POPULATION/BENEFICIARY:
Refugees and migrants, with legal documents or visa (not for asylum
seekers for example).

LOCAL CONTEXT:

FAIRE’s founder, Nick Nopporn Suppipat, a successful entrepreneur and
political refugee from Thailand, saw the potential for innovation and
growth that refugees could bring to the French market and was
frustrated to see this potential systematically blocked by access to
capital.
Moreover, banks in host societies often do not have the processes in
place to properly analyse the risks and opportunities of investing in
entrepreneurial projects by refugees and, if they do, refugees have been
found to pay higher relative interest rates than other clients.

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE

PRACTICE/MODEL:

FAIRE has applied an ecosystem approach – investing in entrepreneurs
throughout the entire pipeline of their project development. From idea
to capital injection, FAIRE invests in incubators and entrepreneurship
focused organizations to create a pipeline for refugee entrepreneurs to
develop, test and refine their ideas.

FAIRE is investing in all the value chain of refugee entrepreneurship.
FAIRE achieves three main missions:

• By funding existing organisations working with refugee
entrepreneurs (from 30 000€ to 60 000€)

● By selecting refugee entrepreneurs directly and granting them
loan on trust (up to 20 000€)

● By contributing to the public debate about the role of refugees in
society and how best to include them. One worldwide study has
been operated for example
(https://centreforentrepreneurs.org/cfe-research/global-refugee-
entrepreneurship-survey-2019/)

MONITORING PROCESS:

● The process is really simple for the funding of incubators or
organizations working with migrants entrepreneurs, it’s working
with single donation for actions. The renewing of donation is
done if the work from the partners organizations is producing
clear impact on incubating migrants entrepreneurs.

https://centreforentrepreneurs.org/cfe-research/global-refugee-entrepreneurship-survey-2019/
https://centreforentrepreneurs.org/cfe-research/global-refugee-entrepreneurship-survey-2019/


● The loan on trust process is funding directly migrants
entrepreneurs. First of all, the selection process is following these
criteria:
-Refugees or migrants with legal status/documents
-Speaking French or English at least
-The future’s company is located or operating in France
-The project should have an economic impact, with high benefits
and future prospects. A sort of market research has to be done.
-Final step/stage, the personal “feeling” emerging from the
entrepreneur, because not everybody can be a real
leader/entrepreneur. The sharing of common values is also a big
point on the selection.
After fulfilling all the criteria, the entrepreneur will face twice a
jury composed by experts on different entrepreneur fields.
The last and ultimate meeting is with Nick, the founder, who is
going to have the last call on the loan.

Once you are in, a contract will be signed between FAIRE and the
entrepreneur. The repay of the loan is only starting after two
years of contract. A real monitoring and coaching process will be
implemented. FAIRE network composed by all the ecosystem
needed for entrepreneurship is available for the project.
Every 3 months during all the project development, the
entrepreneur and FAIRE (mentors, boards of directors, and Nick)
will meet for financial and business reporting.
The support is ending at the end of the loan-on-trust full repay.
Nevertheless, a second loan can be accepted if the
business/project is doing well and its future is looking bright.

● For now, the public debate part is not that developed apart by
the worldwide study, and by participating to summit or sharing
articles. In the near future, FAIRE is going to focus more and more
on this point.

IMPACT & RESULTS:

This new practise needs some time to start, and so on to produce
feedbacks. The implementation of a review/quality control of the
monitoring process for refugees entrepreneurs is not the priority for the
beginning of such an action.
Also, the trust-on-loan is focusing on really specific business, with high
rentability and as final objective to get list on stock market exchange. A
funding concentration is implemented, looking for high quality project,
rather than quantity strategy.



For now on, 3 entrepreneurs are taking part of this programme.
The huge donation fund is operating for the actions of the official
partners, which are the main organizations supporting migrants and
refugees entrepreneurs in France.

SUSTAINABILITY/VIABILITY

The practise is for now sustainable because the founder is really
determined and affected personally by the refugees entrepreneurship
situation in France.
The fund is nevertheless affected by economic fluctuation, such as crisis,
because it is only depending and funded by one person, who is funding
by donation on his personal business benefits. So if the business is going
bad, the fund is directly impacted.
In order to get this practise even more sustainable, one of the objectives
of this fund is that once the business funded is listed in stock exchange
markets, this company is going to “return the favour”. Which means to
take part on this fund, but not as beneficiary but as funder. And so on,
creating a virtuous circle where previous helped entrepreneurs are going
to fund back new projects.

SUCCESS FACTORS:

Some indicators are going to be used to measure the success of the new
projects such as the sales, the access to new investments or funds. In
more of quantitative data, qualitative ones are going to be collected,
such as the inclusion rates of the entrepreneurs.
Regarding the donations for partners organizations, the success creation
rate, impact rate, number of participants are the main data collected, in
more of the same qualitative data as for loan-on-trust.
The fund is new, and it’s a bit early to get a real return on what is
working or not for now.

NETWORKS/ACTORS SUPPORTING

THE PRACTICE:

Officials partners are:
● PLACE
● SINGA
● Techfugees
● Makesense

ASSOCIATED RISKS:

FAIRE and partners organizations don’t have the labour force or the
financial means to have a real following and monitoring process in order
to deepen their works and get a better understanding on their activities.
To measure the impact for example, such organizations don’t have
enough money to proceed to such studies.
The loan-on-trust process is also an excellence one, and so on it has
been difficult until now to find stable projects or “good” refugee
entrepreneurs. Moreover, refugees need personal stability before
starting such projects, which is nowadays really difficult.

Notes by collector :



● The practice has been collected through an interview with Kristina VAYDA (Executive
Director) from FAIRE.

● The practice has been collected by Gauthier PALOMO, CBE SL.


